When I did meet de la Mare we had a long talk on the sub- A letter ject. dc la Mare has an irresistible way of questioning one to from extract what he wants to know. ''Don't you think', he asked, Tagore 'that after fifty everyone should put down what he feels about life and its problems, what beliefs he retains, and has lost, what his final conclusions are?' But as a poet, I answered, he was habitually doing this and would continue to do it all his life. That to me is the exciting thing about poetry. Poetry is supposed to be something elusive- but the poet deals precisely with the things about which people are usually vague. He agreed- but what about the dream world? That too was a reality for him. Speaking of Ralph Hodgson, he deplored his long silence, though he admired his integrity in refusing to write without certainty of inspiration. But doesn't inspiration come sometimes when one is doing quite pedestrian work? It certainly docs while one is painting; perhaps, because there is so much preparation to be done, and because painters work more regularly than poets.
Tagore, too, had been seriously ill and he wrote of his changed view of life:
Santiniktcui)
April 14,1926. My clear friend,
How very nice to get your letter after such a long spell of silence. It deeply touches my heart, especially in the present state of my existence when I seem to be living in the dusk of a dimmed existence. The memory of the dawn of a friendship in a strange horizon revealing an unprobed depth of radiance in its wealth of colours that struck my mind with wonder moment after moment often comes back to me when I sit alone on my easy chair with no other claim of the world upon me but to be supremely lazy and forget all my absurd pretensions to be its benefactor. When a person is too much obsessed with the importance of his usefulness he is apt to cut himself from the access to the stream of simple enjoyments that flows across his life and thus to produce a dry-ness of soil which may be good for laying foundation of all 43

